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A sharp internet webpage (www.kantele.com) appeared a couple of years ago from the forest,
appropriately, in northern Minnesota, slightly northwest of the city of Duluth.
There, in his workshop, Gerry Luoma Henkel, who could very well be called the most
important contemporary kantele prophet outside Finland, has been making kanteles and jouhikkos
for about five years. His homepage contains a near-complete database on the subject of kantele, and
www. kantele.com is the fastest connection to anyone interested in the world of kanteles.
In just a few years, Gerry’s workshop has produced over 600 instruments, which have spread
all over the United States, Canada, England, Japan, and Australia. Gerry has written a great deal
about the kantele and has fairly frequently appeared on television as well as in various newspapers,
and in 1997 and 1999 he was the a recipient of the prestigious Minnesota Folk Artist award.
Roots Found
As our kantelemaker’s name suggests, he has a “half-Finn” heritage. At one time he even used
“Gkarhu” (karhu = bear) as his e-mail address. Gerry has always known about his EtelaPohjanmaa relatives but claims to have been completely ignorant about Finland until 1985. During
that year’s FinnFest in Hancock, Michigan, Gerry met a few Finnish-Americans, as well as
became familiar with Seppo Paakkunainen’s Karelia band. Next year Gerry organized Karelia’s
tour to Canada and the United States. In 1990, he became the editor of The Finnish American
Reporter in Superior.
During his two years at the Reporter, Gerry Luoma Henkel immersed himself in the Finnish
and Finnish-American culture and played a significant role in encouraging third- and fourthgeneration Finnish-Americans to research their roots.

Diane Jarvi with one of Gerry’s best on her lap.
The early 1990s in the Midwest saw the emergence of such musical influences as Joyce Hakala
and Koivun Kaiku, Diane Jarvi, Oulu Hot Shots, Al Reko, Eric and Kip Peltoniemi, and Oren and
Toni Tikkanen. Their efforts resulted in the publication of many earlier generation musicians’
work, as well as books, dozens of articles, records, and cassettes. At the same time, strong
connections were established with Finnish folk musicians.

Kantele has been played in Gerry’s family for years.
Pictured is Gerry’s great aunt from Ylistaro.

Gerry searched and found his own relatives in the winter of 1998 in Etela-Pohjanmaa. His
mother’s father Kustaa Kristianpoika Luoma (1871-1936), who lived next door to actor Kalevi
Haapoja’s childhood home in Ylihärma, left in 1900 for America - his second journey to the
United States. Kustaa’s wife Sanna Matintytar Kettula’s (1870-1955) home is still standing in
Ylistaro. Sanna’s siblings Iisak and Juha also moved to the West, while Maria, Liisa, and Esa
stayed in their childhood region. Their offspring, Gerry’s relatives, can be found in both Finland
and the United States.
Soul and Material Combined
In the fall of 1994, Gerry paid a visit to Kip Peltoniemi’s home in Wadena, Minnesota,
concurrently with fellows from the Kansanmusiikki (Folk Music) Institute. A couple of days were
spent listening to Finnish folk music and discussing publications on anything possible related to
the topic. When it was discovered that Gerry was not only an editor but also a skilled woodworker
and a carpenter, he was encouraged to try his hand at kantele making.
With his friend Bob Christensen, Gerry made ten five-string instruments with the help of the
Institute’s drawings for five-string kanteles. The first kanteles were given to friends as gifts, but
the project seemed so inspiring that, under the name “Bobalu Instruments,” a hundred or so fiveand ten-string instruments were born over the next year. After this, Bob parted his way with
kanteles, which now are being built in Gerry’s workshop.
The media frequently reported on the peculiar instrument maker, and others - besides FinnishAmericans - began to show interest in the kantele. When kantele instructors Merja Soria from
California and Diane Jarvi from Minnesota purchased kanteles made by Gerry, the kantele maker’s
reputation spread through a number of kantele workshops. The State of Minnesota Arts Council
recognized the kantele maker by granting him the an Artist of Year award, and his kanteles were
being displayed in different folk festivals.
Satisfaction
After five years of kantele making, Gerry Luoma Henkel is pleased with his handiwork. At
first made without expert help and through the process of trial and error, his work eventually
yielded good results. During his three-month visit to Finland in the winter of 1998, Gerry visited
several instrument makers and musicians. A number of glitches were solved while Gerry’s own
small tricks and inventions received appreciative nods from his Finnish colleagues. Dozens of
Finnish contacts have opened new doors to Gerry’s understanding of Finnish ancestors as well as
modern Finland.
Gerry’s own musical skill and knowledge of kantele and jouhikko music are of such fine
quality that guests won’t necessarily need to accompany him to his workshops and instrument
displays. The webpage has brought together quite a group of kantele friends in the United States,
and also on other continents. It would be very appropriate to work on getting some Finnish award
for this skillful master.

